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STARTING POINT:
PERMAFROST was born as a direct consequence of the creative process of KEO, the
previous work which aims to create a small choreographic mechanism in order to reflect
on the idea of the future.
Looking from the opposite side of the time line, PERMAFROST bases its foundations on a
simple question: "What can I do for the Past?"
The choreographic investigation is built starting from the only possible actions:
remembering and forgetting.
The schematic nature of the answer has triggered, during the research, a complexity of
actions that highlights the dialogue between anatomical and mnemonic material.
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PRESENTATION OF THE IDEA:
Permafrost is a work about memory.
Through different strategies, the creative research is directed towards the attempt to
map the individual and collective mnemonic territory of the bodies on stage.
The approach to this subject is inspired and informed by the permafrost's nature: a layer
of permanently frozen soil that is found underground in various areas, at depths of no
less than a few meters.
Where do the most vivid memories lie? How can they be reached?
When is the memory forgotten? What consistency does forgetfulness have?
By assembling these and other questions, the choreographic process intends to structure
itself as a stratigraphic analysis of memory trying to bring awareness of its constituent
layers, without necessarily having the pretension of changing the state of things.
In this way the artistic research is developed through a system in which is accepted both
the transparency of some images, and the opacity of what we call forgetfulness, being
aware that perhaps the latter are only memories not accessible to us; memories as
sealed in a mass of perennial ice in the subsoil of memory. Memories that are positioned
far from sight, but are no less present for this reason.

WORKING METHODOLOGY:
The choreographic process will be structured in parallel through physical practices that
investigate the theme of memory and through archiving practices inspired by the
phenomenon of vlogging.
From the interweaving of these two approaches we want to sink in the themes treated
by PERMAFROST in a more three-dimensional and structured way: on one hand the vlog,
an extremely current telematic practice that exposes the life of the individual through the
web sharing of video blogs and on the other hand the desire to valorize a more intimate
and enigmatic physical state.
This will create a circular economy of inspirations in which body's state is fed by the video
archive, which is the tangible and visual result of a previous physical practice that has
already become a memory.
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RESEARCH STEPS:
September 2019:
Artistic residence at
Lavanderia a Vapore
in Collegno (IT) inside the
Flying Carpet project of
Boarding Pass Plus Dance

December 2019:
Artistic residence with
the performers at
CSC – Centro per la Scena
Contemporanea in
Bassano del Grappa
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